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K ú¯ É¯
úæQªË@ð úG@ YË@ ú¯ AJË@ éËA¯ AÓ I.®ª
i.6 Section on investigating what people say about
essential and accidental

 Q« úæQªË@ð Ð ñ ®Ó
 úG@ YË@ à@ : úæQªË@ð úG@ YË@ áK QJÒJË@ ú¯ ÉJ¯ Y¯
,Ð ñ ®Ó
.
[1.6.1] It has been said, as a way of distinguishing between the essential
and the accidental attributes, that
(1)

The essential is constitutive and the accidental is not constitutive.

{There is a puzzle here. The word ‘constitutive’ (muqawwim) is not known
to have occurred in any Arabic logician before Ibn Sı̄nā himself. In particular it is not known in the Arabic translations of Greek logic, so there is
no indication of what Greek word it might have translated. I don’t think
Ibn Sı̄nā would have written this line if he hadn’t had a text in front of him
to justify it, and probably a text by a logician of some substance. Zimmermann thinks that Al-Fārābı̄ in the century before Ibn Sı̄nā was responsible
for bringing the root qwm into Arabic logical writing (though neither this
word nor any close relative has been found in Al-Fārābı̄ himself). So maybe
someone in Al-Fārābı̄’s school in the late 10th century is the target. The notion of a constitutive attribute seems very close to Kant’s notion of Merkmal,
which passes down to Frege and (as ‘mark’) to Peirce. But we don’t know
a common Greek origin. }

 .Ð ñ ®Ó
 Q« ð @ , AÓñ ®Ó
 àñºK J» éK@ áJK ÕËð , Ém ' ÕË Õç'
:A @ ÉJ¯ð
.
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But then it wasn’t made well-defined or clear what it is for a thing to be
constitutive or not constitutive. Also it was said that

 K i
 úæQªË@ð , ZúæË@ ZA®K ©Ó A«ñ¯QÓ éÒëñ
 K i
 B úG@ YË@ à@
A«ñ¯QÓ éÒëñ
.
(2)

The essential is what can’t correctly be imagined as removed
while the idea itself remains; and the accidental is what can correctly be imagined as removed while the idea itself remains.

{Possibly Porphyry On Categories 95.22–27, if Ibn Sı̄nā reads Porphyry’s
‘substantial’ as ‘essential’. }

:Èñ® J¯ , éËCJk@ ð @ ÉJ.¯ AÓ ém ám' Ém ' à @ I.j.J¯ . ZúæË@ ZA®K . ©Ó
We need to confirm for ourselves the correctness or defectiveness of previous views.


 JK@ YË@ áÓ àA¿ AÓ ÈðAJK AÖßA¯ , Ð ñ ®Ö Ï @ ñë úG@ YË@ à@ ÑêËñ¯ AÓ @
È@X Q« HA
[1.6.2] So we say: As for their statement that the essential is the consti- 33.12
tutive, it only covers what is an essential attribute that doesn’t signify

  Ï
 . èQªË Ð ñ ®Ó
 Ð ñ ®Ö Ï @ àA
 Y¯ð
,@ Yë áÓ QªK AÓ IÒÊ«
¯ , éJëAÖ @ úÎ«
the [whole] whatness, since a constitutive attribute is constitutive of something other than itself; you already know the facts about this.

 
ÊË@
AJJ« AÓ éK. àñJªK áºËð , é¢®Ë QëA£ áÓ Ñê®K B AÓ Ð ñ ®Ö Ï AK. @ñJªK à @ B @ Ñê

That is, unless they mean by ‘constitutive’ something different from what
is normally understood by the plain expression, and mean by it what we
mean


,È ð B@ ÈAÒªJB @ á« ¬Qå ¬X@QÓ Õæ AK. @ñK @ AÖß @ @ñKñºJ¯ . úG@ YËAK.
by ‘essential’. In this case they are just using ‘constitutive’ as a synonym of 33.15
‘essential’; this deflects it from its original use,



I.¢mÌ 'A¿ Ð ñ ®Ö Ï @ ú¯ I.¢mÌ '@ àñºK ð , éJË@ É® K ø YË@ úæªÖÏ @ úÎ« ÈYK ÕËð
since it doesn’t signify the meaning that it has been transferred to. The facts
about ‘constitutive’ are similar to those

 

. èYg@ð àAJJ.Ë@ úÍ@ AÒîDÓ Yg@ð É¿ ék
. Ag àñºKð , úG@ YË@ ú¯
about ‘essential’. The two of them are equally in need of explanation.
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 JË@ ú¯ ©¯QË@ QÓ @ úÎ« ÑëXAÒJ«@ AÓ @ð
¼AJJ¢« @ AÓ Q»YJK à @ I.j.J¯ , Ñëñ
[1.6.3] And as for their reliance on the device of removing in the estima- 34.1
tion, you need to remember what we gave you



 
½Ë X Ém' úæk
Bð @ AîDË@ h. AJm' ¬Að @ éË àñºK Y¯ úÎ¾Ë@ úæªÖÏ @ à @ : A®ËA
earlier: that for any universal meaning there are descriptions which are
needed in order for the meaning to become available in the first place,
{This is Madkal 29.1f.}
¯

.CAg úæªÖÏ @ ½Ë X PA @ X@ , éªJ.Kð éÓQÊK øQk @ ¬Að @ éË àñºK ð , úæªÖÏ @

and that there are other descriptions which are entailed by it and follow
along after it, when this meaning has become available.
{This is Madkal 20.11.}
¯

 ZúæË@ AîDË@ h AJm' úæË@ ¬Að B@ ©JÔg AÓ A¯
Ém' áÊ¯ , éJJëAÓ Ém' úæk
.
.

Bñ®ªÓ
[1.6.4] As for all the descriptions which an idea requires in order for its 34.4
whatness to become available: it won’t become available as an intellected
idea

 JëAÓ ZAJ CË à @ ½Ë Ê Y¯ éK @ ½Ë Xð . éJÓ ¬Að B@ ½ÊK I.Ê ©Ó
, HA

which is compatible with the denial of these descriptions that correspond
to it. To explain: you have already been told that ideas have a whatness,
34.5

èXñk ñÓ àñºK Y¯ð
 , àAJ« B@ ú¯ èXñk ñÓ àñºK Y¯ HA
 JëAÖÏ @ ½ÊK à @ð
.
.
and that these whatnesses can be satisfied in the world, and they can be
satisfied

 

É¿ à @ð , áK Xñk. ñË@ Yg @ ÉJm' AêË I.k. ñK B éJëAÖÏ @ à @ð ; ÐAëð B@ ú¯
in the estimation; and that the whatness doesn’t require either of the two
kinds of satisfaction to occur, and that each
{NB CHECK THIS. Several manuscripts think ’awhām should be ’adhān.
¯
That looks likely to me. Does Ibn Sı̄nā ever talk of mental wujuud being in
the estimation? }

 
 . K YªK. B @ IJ
 . K B áK Xñk. ñË@ áÓ Yg@ð
Yg@ð É¿ à @ð , éJëAÖÏ @ ½ÊK HñJ
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of the kinds of satisfaction can be established after the establishment of this
whatness; and that

 áK Xñk ñË@ áÓ
½Ë X YJ« , éJëAÒÊË àñºK P@ñ«ð @ ñk éJëAÖÏ AK. jÊK
.

{I’m translating with talh.aqu in place of yalh.aqu, without support from the
manuscripts. The Latin translator found this clause untranslatable or missing, and hence contorted the sense of the next clause. }


éÓQÊK Ð P@ñË éË I KA¿ AÖß.P ð .Qk B@ Xñk. ñË@ ú¯ éË àñºK B à @ Pñm.' ð , Xñk. ñË@
forms of satisfaction, without having to have it in the other form of satisfaction. And in some cases there are things that follow from the idea
34.10


 , éJëAÖÏ @ IJ
 k áÓ
àA¯ ,ùë AêÓQÊK Õç' , Bð @ èP Q® JÓ àñºK éJëAÖÏ @ áºË
because of its whatness, but the whatness has to be confirmed first, and
then these things follow from it. So

 JË@ èAK @ð P àñºK à @ éÓQÊK I ÊJÖÏ @ð , éJk. ð QË@ AêÓQÊK éJJKB @
éK ðAÓ HC

[EVEN] follows from [TWO], and [HAVING THREE INTERNAL ANGLES
THAT SUM TO 180 DEGREES] follows from [TRIANGLE],

 
AêË àA¿ @ X@ éJëAÖÏ @ è Yëð . I ÊJÓ éK B ÉK. , áK Xñk. ñË@ Yg B B , áJÖß A®Ë

not because of one of the two kinds of satisfaction, but because the idea is
[TRIANGLE]. And when this whatness has


 k áÓ  éÓ Y ® JÓ HAÓ
 ñ ®Ó
@ X@ ð ;AêÓ Y ® K àðX éJëAÓ Ém' ÕË  éJëAÓ ùë IJ
a constitutive attribute which is prior to it — in the sense of being a constitutive attribute of a whatness — the whatness doesn’t become available
without [the constitutive becoming available] first; and when

 ®ªÓ
 IÊk
 Ém' ÕË , éJëAÓ Ém' ÕË

 ®ªÓ
, éËñ
@ X@ à XA¯ . AJJ« Bð HBñ
a whatness doesn’t become available, it doesn’t become available either 34.15
as an intellected idea or as a concrete individual. Thus when it becomes
available as an intellected idea,

 Ì


 
; éK. Ð ñ ® JK úæË@ éêm
. '@ úÎ« AêªÓ É®ªË@ ú¯ éK. Ð ñ ®JK AÓ Ék Y¯ð IÊk
it becomes available after what it is constituted by has already become
available in the intellect; it becomes available together with that thing and
as something constituted by that thing.
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 ú¯ CAg ½Ë X àA¿ @ XA¯
è Yë àñºK à @ I.j.J¯ , I.ÊË@ áºÖß ÕË , É®ªË@
So when it has become available in the intellect, denial is impossible, because these constitutive attributes have to be

 ®ªÓ
 HAÓ
  ©Ó éËñ
 m'. , ZúæË@ P ñ
 ñ ®Ö Ï @
AîD.Ê Pñm.' Bð , éË AëXñk. ð Éêm.' B IJ

intellected alongside the conceptualisation of the idea, given that their being attributes of the idea is not something one can be unaware of. It’s not
possible to deny them


 . K úæk

, éJ«
úæ« @ IËð
.Éª®ËAK. áë YË@ ú¯ Aêª¯P ©Ó , áë YË@ ú¯ éJëAÖÏ @ IJ
of the idea, in such a way that that the whatness is affirmed in the mind
at the same time as the constitutive attributes are denied explicitly in the
mind. And by ‘available in the intellect’ I don’t mean

 Ï @ áÓ QJº¯ , Éª®ËAK ÈAJËAK AëPñ¢k É®ªË@
 ú¯ AêËñm'
 ®ªÖ
àñºK B HBñ
. . .
.
its explicit entry into the working mind, since many things that are intel- 34.20
lected are not
{NB Several times in this passage, bi al-fic l means explicitly or consciously.}


ùë AÓ PA¢k@ ð ,ÈAJ.ËAK. AëPA¢k@ ©Ó áºÖß B AîE@ úæ« @ ÉK. , ÈAJ.ËAK. èQ£Ag
introduced into the working mind. But I do mean that when both the whatness and its constitutive attributes are introduced into the working mind,
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,Éª®ËAK. ÈAJ.ËAK. @Q¢m× ½Ë Xð , ÈAJ.ËAK. èQ¢m× è Yë àñºK úæk
, ÈAJ.ËAK. éË éÓ ñ ®Ó

so that these constitutive ideas are present in the working mind and the
idea itself is explicitly present,

  úæ« @ ,AëP ñ
  ©Ó AîD« éJËAg Éª®ËAK. éJëAÖÏ @ Ym.' ½K A¿ , éJ« AîDÊ à @
P ñ
.

then it’s impossible for the intellect to hold that the constitutive attributes
are false of the idea — so that you find the whatness explicitly lacking these
constitutive attributes at the same time as it is conceptualised. (I mean
conceptualisation

  úæË@ HA
 ®ËA¯ , ½Ë Y» àA¿ @ X@ ð . áë YË@ ú¯ éJëAÖÏ @
úGAªÒÊË éJK@ X AîDÒ
of the whatness in the mind, [not of the constitutive attributes].) And this
being so, it’s very necessary that the descriptions which we are describing
as essential for the intellected meanings
{NB Ibn Sı̄nā has got himself caught using a feminine ending for two items
that he needs to distinguish; so he has to add a note explaining which one
he intended. }

 K à @ èPðQå Im' , éËñ
 ®ªÖ
 Ï@
 JK B X@ , ék. ñË@ @ Yë úÎ« ZúæÊË É®ª
éJëAÖÏ @ P ñ
..
are intellected with the idea in this way, since the whatness of the idea can’t
be conceptualised

  Ð Y ® K àðX áë YË@ ú¯
. AëP ñ
in the mind without there being a previous conceptualisation [of these at- 35.5
tributes].

  áë YË@ ú¯ AëP ñ
  Ð Y ® JK AÜ Ø I
 Ë XA¯ , P@ñªË@ QKA AÓ @ð
P ñ
[1.6.5] The rest of the accidental attributes are not among the things 35.6
whose conceptualisation in the mind precedes the conceptualisation

  ©Ó ùë A @ Bð , éJ¯ éJëAÖÏ @
 Ë Ð P@ñËð ©K. @ñK ùë ÉK. , éJëAÖÏ @ P ñ
AÜ Ø I
of the whatness in it, and they are not things [that are conceptualised] at
the same time as the conceptualisation of the whatness, but rather they are
things that follow and are entailed. Hence they are not included among

 . K éJëAÖÏ A¯ , éJëAÖÏ @ ñÊJK AÜ Ø ÉK. , éJëAÖÏ @  ®m '
,AîEðX I J.K @ X@ ð ;AîEðX IJ

the criteria for the whatness, but rather they are things that are consequent
6
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on the whatness, so the whatness can be established without them. Since it
is established without them,


 
 
.AêÊ®ª
K Ð QÊK ÕË à@ ð @ , Ð Y ® JK ÕË à@ ð , éJëAÖÏ @ É®ª
K à @ P YªJK ÕË
it is not unfeasible for you to intellect the whatness even if those things
don’t precede, and even if intellecting of them is not entailed [by intellecting the idea].

   
Ê« Y¯ð
úG @ IÒ
[1.6.6] You have already been told that when I

35.9

 
  @ X@ , àñºK à @ É®ª
 ñ

, éJË@ A£ñjÊÓ Éª®ËAK. ZúæË@ HP
JË@ @ Yë ú¯ úæ« @ IË
speak of this ‘intellecting’ I don’t mean that it is, when you conceptualise 35.10
the thing explicitly and consciously,

  ½Ë X ©Ó àñºK
 ñ ®Ö Ï @ X@Q¯ @ HP
 ñ
Z@Qk. B@ ¡jÊK ÕË AÖß.Q¯ ,Éª®ËAK. A @ éË HAÓ
you will also conceptualise its separate constitutives explicitly; sometimes
the parts are not a thing that

 k @ @ X@ ½K @ @ YîE. úæ« @ ÉK. , ½Jë YK.
½JºÖß ÕË ,ÈAJ.ËAK. AªÓ áK QÓ B@ HQ¢
your mind is conscious of. Rather I mean that when you introduce the two
things together into the working mind, it’s not possible for you

 AJÊ éË Ð ñ ®Ó
 ñë ø YË@ á« Ð ñ ®Ó
 ñë ø YË@ IÊ à @
Ð ñ ®Ö Ï @ Xñk. ð éªÓ i
.
.

to assert of the constitutive attributes that they are false of the idea that they
constitute. It is not allowed for you in your mind to deny the constitutive
attributes at the same time as you are asserting the

I.j.J¯ ,½Ë Y» àA¿ @ XA¯ . éJ¯ éÓñ ®K AÓ Xñk. ð àðX áÓ áë YË@ ú¯ éJJëAÖß.
whatness of the idea that they constitute. And that being the case, it has to
be that

 × B éË èXñk ð É®ªK
 ÉK , éJ« éJÊ ½JºÖß B à @
. éËAm
.
.
.

it’s not possible for you to deny [that the constitutive attribute holds] of the
constituted idea, in fact you just have to intellect that it does hold.
35.15


 Bð , éJëAÖÏ @ úæªÓ áë YË@ ú¯ ½KAJJ@
 
É®ªK
. ém ©JÓ @ C¯ P@ñªË@ AÓ @ð
[1.6.7] I’m not saying that you can’t correctly assert in your mind the 35.16
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meaning of the whatness while you are not intellecting that the accidental
attributes of the whatness are true of it.


É¿ ú¯ A @ ½Ë X I.k. ð @ Bð . AK. XA¿ AJ.Ê AîD.Ê ÉK. , éJëAÒÊË AëXñk. ð

(Though if you deny that they are true of it, the denial is a falsehood.) Also
I am not affirming this for all


 ñK Ë AJK AJËð @ AÓð QË éJëAÖÏ @ Ð QÊK AÓ P@ñªË@ áÓ àA
é¢@
¯ , P@ñªË@
.
.

the accidents. For there are accidental attributes that are entailed by the
whatness in a primary and clear way that doesn’t go indirectly via

 ©Ó éJëAÖÏ @ á« éJÊ àñºJ¯ ,Qk@ PA«
 . J@
ÈAJ.ËAK. AªÓ AÒëPA¢k@ ð éJëAÖÏ @ HAJ
.
another accidental attribute. So it would be impossible to assert that they
don’t hold of the whatness, at the same time as one affirms the whatness
and has both of them enter the working mind together,


àñ» ÉJÓ ½Ë Xð . éJK. ð éJK. ¡ð I... éË ñë Ë àA¿ @ X@ , CJjÓ

given that the entailment doesn’t go via something intermediate between 35.20
the two. An example


 K éÓA
 ® JB @ úÎ« é«C @ Yg @ h @Qk@ áºÖß IJ
 m'. I ÊJÖÏ @
Qk @ úæªÓ ð @ ,AÒëñ
.

[TRIANGLE], where it is possible to extend one of side of the triangle in a
straight line in the imagination, or some other
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 ñK PAªË@ Xñk ð àñºK à @ áºÖß Y¯ð
 . éË PA« ñë AÜ Ø @ Yë éJ
, é¢@
.
.  AÜ Ø
.
@ XA¯
accidental attribute of [TRIANGLE]. But it can happen that the accidental
attribute is true of the idea because of some intermediate idea, and then
when



 ñË@ ½ÊK Q¢m' ÕË
I ÊJÖÏ @ áÓ áJK ð@P É¿ àñ» ÉJÓ , éJ.Ê áºÓ @ , ÈAJ.ËAK. é¢@

this intermediate idea doesn’t come into the working mind, one can deny
it. An example is that any two of the internal angles of a triangle

 × Ð P@ñË I KA¿ AÖÏ úGAJË@ Õæ®Ë@
 Xñk ð ém BñËð . áJÖß A¯ áÓ Qª @
; éËñêm
.
.
sum to less than 180 degrees. If it weren’t true that the second kind of
accidental attribute exists, then we would know everything entailed [by
what we know].

 ém BñËð
 . K@ áÓ YªK. ½Ë áJ.K AÓ àA¿ AÖÏ È ð B@ Õæ®Ë@
PA« HAJ

If it weren’t true that the first kind of accidental attribute exists, then what
we were going to explain to you later about affirming that an accidental
attribute


 JÖÏ @ à B ½Ë Xð . A®k
 JK. éJëAÒÊË Ð PB
àñºK È@QK B àA¿ à@ , ¡ñ
Zúæ ¡ñ
holds of the whatness because of some intermediate idea wouldn’t be true.
And this is because the intermediary, assuming it is not denied, would be 36.5

à@ ð ; éK AîDË@ Q« úÍ@ QÓ B@ I.ë X , AêË Xñk. ñË@ áK. Q« éJëAÒÊË AÓPB

[another] necessary accident of the whatness, so [again] it would not be
clear that it holds of the idea, and so on to infinity. If the intermediate


 ñ ®Ö Ï @ áÓ àA¿
,Ð ñ ®Ö Ï @ @ YêË AÓPB  ÕÎªK AÒ»  Èñêj.ÖÏ @ Ð PCË@ PA , HAÓ

was a constitutive attribute of the idea, then the necessary accident which is
not known to hold would become — as you know — a necessary accident
of this constitutive attribute

 ð CK QÓ B@ Qk@ AÓPB àA¿ð , Ð ñ ®Ó
 Ð ñ ®Ö Ï @ Ð ñ ®Ó
 X@ , Ð ñ ®Ó
 B
. é¢@
.

while not being [itself] constitutive, since a constitutive attribute of a constitutive attribute is constitutive, and so it would be an immediate necessary
accident of something else [that is already known].
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AÔ¯
[1.6.8] Then

36.8

 JK à @ áë YË@ ú¯ l  ZúæÊË áK Q« Ð P@ñÊË@ áÓ àA¿
½Ë X éJ« A«ñ¯QÓ ZúæË@ Ñëñ
.
those necessary accidents that don’t clearly hold of the idea can from one
point of view be correctly imagined in the mind as being false of the idea,

 éêk
 ÕËð , éêk
 AÓ @ . éêk
 áÓ i
 áÓ Ð PCË@
  à @ IJ
 k áÔ¯ éjË@
èP ñ
.
.
.
but from another point of view they can’t. The point of view from which it 36.10
is correct is that the mind can make a well-defined conceptualisation of the
idea

 è Yë PAJJ«@ ð , Éª®ËAK éJ« Ð PCË@ IÊ ©Ó áë YË@ ú¯ Ém' Y¯
P@ñm.Ì '@ð éjË@
.
.
.
and at the same time explicitly deny that the necessary accident holds of it;
this is a point of view about what is correct and permitted

  
 JB @ éêk
 AÓ @ð . Ê¢Ö
 Ï @ áë YË@ Im'
àA¿ ñË à @ Pñm.' éK @ Ñëñ
JK à A¯ éËAj
.
. .

purely as a mental operation. The point of view from which it is not correct
is to take it as permissible — if it happened —



 AÒ» CJÓ àñºK úæk
 , àAJ« B@ ú¯ Ém'
i
, Ð PCË@ AîD¯ éJ« I.Ê Y¯ð
for some idea to be satisfied in the world, while one imagined that some
necessary accident of the idea was false of it. The effect would be as if it
would be correct — if it happened — that this individual exists


 @ Yë àñºK àA¿ ñË à @
, é®Ê mÌ '@ É @ ú¯ éÓQË ø YË@ H. YJË@ Bð , @Xñk. ñÓ jË@
correct — if it happened — that this individual exists but that [what one
imagines needs] no authorisation in terms of what the basic facts about
him require.




 PA¯
É¯ @ éJK ð@P Bð ,@Xñk. ñÓ I ÊJÖÏ @ @ Yë àñºK àA¿ éK @ A @ i
So for example it would also be correct [to imagine that] this triangle exists
and has no angle less
36.15

 áß 
 JË@ @ Yë àA
. éªÓ Pñ»YÖÏ A¿ Ëð , éÒºk Xñk. ð Pñm.' B YA¯ Ñëñ
¯ ; JÖ A¯ áÓ

than 180 degrees. This imagining is defective; there is no way that its contents could be true, and it is incompatible with what has been said [about
triangles].
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 è Yë PAJJ«@ ð
.Xñk. ñÒÊË K . A¢Ó áë X I.m'. P@ñm.Ì '@ð éjË@
.

When we speak of ‘correct’ and ‘permissible’ here, this is a matter of whether
the mind is in correspondence with what is the case in the world.

 AÓ HA
 ®Ë@ áÓ à @ @ Yë áÓ ½Ë àAK. Y® ¯
AîDÓð ,@Xñk. ð éJ.Ê i
[1.6.9] It will have become clear to you from this that some descriptions
are correctly taken to be false in the world, and some
36:18

 K éJÊ i
 AÓ
 K éJÊ i
 AÓ AîDÓð , Xñk ñË@ ú¯ B AÒëñ
 AÒëñ
AîDÓð ,A®Ê¢Ó
.
.
.
are correctly denied in imagination but are not false in the world. Also
some are correctly denied in imagination without any qualification, while

 B AÓ AîDÓð , PA« ñëð ék ñK éJÊ i
 B AÓ
,úG@ X ñëð éJ.Ê i
. . .
some are not correctly denied, though only from a certain point of view
(these are accidental attributes), and for some of them can’t be correctly 36.20
denied at all (these are the essential attributes).
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 . K J .  I.k. ñK B áë YË@ à AK. PAªË@ áÓ QÒJK áºË
úG@ X éË úG@ YË@ AÓ HñJ
[Essential attributes] are distinguished from accidental ones by the fact that
— although the mind doesn’t require the prior establishment of what the
essential attributes are essential attributes of,

 . K J .  I.k. ð @ AÖß.P ÉK. , úG@ YË@ HñJ
 . K ÉJ.¯
QªË@ AÓ @ð .úG@ YË@ HñJ
before establishment of the essential attributes themselves — in some cases
the mind does require prior establishment of the essential attributes. But


. I.ÊK ÕËð I.k. ð à@ ð , AJËAK éÊªm.' áë YË@ àA¯

the mind makes the accidental attributes come later, even if [these accidental attributes] are affirmed [of the idea] and not denied [of it].

áKAJJ.Ë@ úÎ« QåJ¯@ áÓ úæQªË@ð úG@ YË@ úæªÓ Ém ' ÕË J» ½Ë i@ Y® ¯
[1.6.10] This will have made clear to you how it is that a person who 37.4
restricts himself to the two previously mentioned explanations
{Presumably these are (1) and (2). }

. áK Pñ»YÖÏ @
won’t get control of the meanings of ‘essential’ and ‘accidental’.
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